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The distillation of the rosin is preferably conducted in
an iron still resembling the retorts used in gasworks. For
working on a small scale, the ordinary iron or copper stills
in ay be used.
The primary ingredient for making axle grease of these
rosin oils is slaked lime. This is prepared by pouring water
over quicklime until it ceases to take up any more. The
lime soon begins to grow hot, cracks, swells up, and finally
crumbles away into a delicate powder, namely, calcium
hydrate, or slaked lime.
This product is stirred up with just sufficient water to
form a fairly thick milky liquid, which is then strained
through a very fine wire gauze sieve, in order to remove
small stones, grains of sand, and other solid bodies accident-
ally present in the lime.
The vat into which the milk of lime is strained must be
fitted with a number of tap holes at short vertical intervals.
In proportion as the liquid in the vat clarifies it is drawn
off, until finally there is nothing left but a very fine, white
pulp of milk of lime.
Into this the rosin oil is poured in the form of a thin
stream, the lime being kept stirred all the while. The mass
soon thickens owing to the separation of water, whereupon
the supply of rosin oil is stopped, and the operation completed
by stirring the mass until perfectly uniform.
The proportion of lime required varies, but 20 to 25 per
cent, of the weight of the rosin oil is usually sufficient.
The colour of this grease is pale to dark yellow, according
to the quality of the rosin oil used: it is semi-transparent,
and possesses several advantageous properties. When the
grease is made on a large scale, the rosin distilled on the
premises, and the stirring effected by some cheap form of
power, the price of the product works out so low that it is
able to compete with any other form of grease.
The second advantage offered is that of general applicabil-
ity. The grease may be used equally well in summer and
at fairly low winter temperatures, its consistency varying
only slightly with changes of temperature. Its firmness
renders the use of any special grease-holder unnecessary;
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